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How To Hack Your Way Into The Amazon Best Seller List This is a 10 part video course built by my biz

partner, Justin Popovic and Brad Grosse. In this course, we revisit the entire experience of my best

selling book launch, combine it with my experience help my wife launch not 1 but 2 popular cook books

AND the self publishing success of my elite level consulting clients. What you will learn: How to properly

define your audience and write a book that caters to their exact dreams and desires The real money to be

made in a book launch is NOT book sales. It is something else completely The one thing you must know

when it comes to branding you and your book on social media sites How to generate pre-launch buzz and

get people anxious about buying How to quickly and easily find all the content you need for your first book

Understanding the various styles of book and knowing ahead of time which one you want to fit in with The

real secret to naming your book to guarantee it gets noticed 5 cover design secrets that will

ABSOLUTELY make or break your books success Everything you need to know about building a large

and engaged pre-launch list The sure fire way to waste money and effort on bad press releases and what
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to do instead A critical step to ensure you dont sabotage your own success What you get: This product

contains 10 videos and over 120 minutes worth of content. Each video also excludes a PDF extraction of

the key points covered in each lesson. Whether you, or someone you know, wants to publish a book I

guarantee that this video course will provide a ton of aha moments and true insights into the self

publishing world. A few months ago I would not have been able to share this product with you because I

hadnt DONE any of it yet. But now that I have, I am so excited to share these insights and I am confident

you will get MORE than your moneys worth with this product. MRR License - DIY Best Seller [YES] Can

be added to paid membership sites [YES] Can be packaged with other products [YES] Can be sold [YES]

Can be offered through auction sites [YES] Can be given to list subscribers [YES] Can sell Resale Rights

[YES] Can sell Master Resale Rights [NO] Can be given away on public download [NO] Can be used for

a free opt-in bonus *************************************************** * Get Other Great Audiobooks and More

at My Store * * * * audiobooksandmore.tradebit.com/ * ***************************************************
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